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Introduction

The presented work Preparation, stntcture- and properties of lrybrid nanoparticles withperovskite and spinel ýpe cores was primarily dedicat&- to the synit,esis *á .,uav of hybridmagnetic nanoparticles based on La1."Sr*Mnól perovskite phase as core material and silicashell. The motivatio^n for this topic is the chancó that the mentioned nanomaterials could beused as mediators for magnetically induced hyperthermia or at least they could show thedirection for future development of new agent inlended for magnetic hyperthermia. Moreover,it turned out that these nanoparticles are interesting as contrast agents for MRI and thereforethe sense of the intended work obtained anothei dimension. In order to achieve certaingenerality of the developed procedures. and- to 
_enable por.1t1" comparison oiu.q.ri." d. data,we have involved some aspects concerning the CoFezo+ andCot.*ZdF";ó;.pt"el phases.

Aims of Thesis

I' To study of po_ssible preparation of Lar-*sr*Mnol nanoparticles of variouscomposition and Laa.75Sr6.25MnOr nanoparticles of different .i"" *J to carry outbasic characterizations.
II' To carry out magnetic studies 9f the prepared nanoparticles and to interpret theinfluence of the composition and the size ňd fu.th", to investigate the influence ofmechanical processing. To compare magnetic properties of ihese particles withproperties of CoFezO4 nanoparticles.
m' To encapsulate La6.7sSro.zsMno3 nanoparticles with mean crystallite size 20 nm insilica and to obtain colloidally stablé suspension o-f ihe product possessing highmorphological qualiý. To try the optimiz"i 

",,.up.ulationo'o;Ju.; i' the case ofCo t -Zn*Fe2oa nanopárticles.
IV' To prepare hybrid nanoparticles of Las.75Srp.25MnOs covered by silica based shellpossessing free amino groups and to characteize the product.v. To carry out magnetic sfudies of the silica coatea iuo,,s.o25IVÍno3 nanoparticles.VI. To measure specific absorption rates of silica coatea ,,a,,ápar.ti"Ňií.us'eticďly

induced heating experimenti and compare the data with results of AC hysteresis loopsmeasurement.
vII' To investigate the potential of Lar-*sr*Mnog nanoparticles as z2 contrast agents for

VIII. To provide the particles for toxicological studies carriď out as in vitro cell viability
tests and to modi$r the encapsulation procedure on the basis of conesponding results.

Summary

Nanoparticles of La1-*Sr*Mno3 perovskite phase of the composition x : 0,20 - 0,55 wereprepared by citrate method followed by ůermal treatment which determines the size ofresulting crystallites. single phase product was obtained in the range x :0,20 - 0,45.In orderto separate individual particles, mechanical processing involving rolling and milling wasemployed leading to the product with mean size of crysti'llites l l _ 40 nm.



The crystallographic properties were determined by XRD and the TEM studies were used to
investigate the morphology of the nanocrystalline product in details. Furthermore the oxygen
stoichiometry was determinď. Magnetic properties were investigated in relation to the
composition of particles and to the mean size of crystallites. Td decreasing size causes
destabilization of magnetic ordering and the contributión of so called magneticaíly dead layer
is growing. The study was finally focused on the composition x: 0,251, The corresponding
particles possessing mean crystallite size 1l - 40 nm exhibit curie temperature 315 - 347 K.
The ZFC-FC measurements revealed changes of the magnetic properties during mechanical
processing of raw particles and enabled discussion of the changes in size distributions. The
magnetic nanoparticles were further compared with CoFe2O+ wiih mean size of crystallites lg
- 41 nm possessing high magnetocrystalline anisotropy.

Nanoparticles of La1-*Sr*MnO3 were coated with silica using tetraethoxysilane either in
Stóber process after their stabilization by citrate under alkaline óonditions oi uy rvr method
after stabilaation by polyvinylpynolidone. Mainly the first route was intensively developed
and the procedure and various conditions were optimized according to the morptrology oťthe
product and viability tests of stem cells incubated with the particles. The silica shell thickness
was controlled in the range 5 - 25 nm via the total amount of tetraethoxysilane used in the
synthesis for the given amount of manganite. The coated nanoparticles formed colloidally
stable suspension with narrow hydrodynamic size distribution. Tlie zeta potential dependence
on pH was coÍTesponding to the pure silica. The IR spectroscopy proved ihe quality óf coating
and excluded the presence of uncoated particles or incompleteness of the shell as weil ašHRTEM studies. The optimizd, encapsulation procedure was further used for coating
nanoparticles of Co1-*Zn*Fe2oa spinel phase and the resulting product was exhaustivelý
characterized.

Furthermore, the hybrid nanoparticles with shell enabling direct covalent functionali zation
were prepared using both tetraethoxysilane and 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane. In fact the
covalent modification of particles was used for determinatio''-óf absolute content of suďace
accessible amino groups. This analysis was based on attachment of UV-chromophore and its
photometric determination. The presett"-: of aminoalkyl chains was confiimed by IR
spectroscopy and the basic aminogroups affected the dependence of zeta potential on pH.

The comparative study of magnetic properties of Las,75Srs,25MnO3 nanoparticles and the
properties of the coated product revealed the change in size distribution thai occurred during
the procedure. The fraction of the smallest fragments was removed and the size distribution
was ruurowed. These changes led to the increase in mean size of crystallites. As a result the
heating efficiency during magnetically induced heating in AC fielá was higher in case of
coated particles. The general feature of induced heating is the sharp increasJof temperature
during these experiments and the self-controlled heating mechanism, that stabilizes the
temperature in the vicinity of Curie temperature. The higher heating effrciency of coated
particles in comparison with the starting material was evidenced on the basis of cňculation of
hysteresis loses from the measured AC hysteresis loops.

Relaxometric measurements of silica coated La1-*Sr*MnO3 nanoparticles showed very high
spin-spin relaxivities distinctly exceeding the 12 values of commercially available contrast
agents. For the nanoparticles of the compositionx: 0.35 and the mean siže of crystallites 22
nm before coating the value of 12:510 s-tmmol-rl was found at37 "C. The silica coated



particles were employed in stem cell magnetic labelling experiment.

Toxicological properties of silica coated Lao.zsSro.zsMnOr nanoparticles were investigated on
mesenchymď stem cells in vitro. Comparative viability tests enabled to improve the

encapsulation procedure and thus provided nanoparticles usable for basic biological studies.

The comparison with similar results of cell viability tests shows that the reliable isolation of
the biological e,lrvironment from the magnetic core by silica shell was probably achieved.
Further viability tests were carried out with human fibroblasts and HeLa cells.


